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Abstract� The main advantage of segmentation by snakes consists in its
ability to incorporate smoothness constraints on the detected shapes that
can occur Likewise� we propose to model snakes with other properties
that re�ect the information provided about the object of interest in a
di�erent extent We consider di�erent kinds of snakes� those searching
for contours with a certain direction� those preserving an object�s model�
those seeking for symmetry� those expanding open� etc The availability
of such a collection of snakes allows not only the more complete use of the
knowledge about the segmented object� but also to solve some problems
of the existing snakes Our experiments on segmentation of facial features
justify the usefulness of snakes with di�erent properties
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� Introduction

The successful automatic extraction of non�rigid objects in images is strongly
depending on the existence of an object model that should be descriptive enough
to embody common shape� but yet �exible to allow some degree of variation ��	

With this fact we can explain the common use of deformable templates used in
model�based segmentation of �exible objects e
g
 facial features ��	
 Deformable
templates are collections of parameterized curves �parabolae and circles which
dynamically adjust themselves to the image data in an energy�minimizing frame�
work
 Another segmentation approach based on energy minimization is the snake
technique proposed by Kass et al
 ��	
 A snake is an elastic curve placed on an
image� that deforms towards image features satisfying certain smoothness con�
straints


The deformable templates approach has been mainly preferred because the
classical snakes do not take into account any speci�c a priori knowledge available�
have more parameters to update� and� hence� they are computationally slower ��	

In this paper we consider snakes with di�erent properties� where these problems
are considered
 Moreover� in our collection of snakes the user can choose between
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snakes that re�ect the knowledge about the object of interest at di�erent level
of concretion� from snakes guided by a model� throughout snakes using some
general information �symmetry or contour orientation about the object� till the
classical snakes with little information about the object of interest


The existence of such a collection not only allows to use the di�erent kinds
of information about the object of interest more completely� but also helps avoid
some problems of classical snakes� attraction by spurious edges� degeneration�
segmentation of concave shapes� etc
 Finally� it is important to notice that for
the snakes of our collection the parameters to be adjusted are less than these of
the deformable models
 Thus their computational cost is reduced


Variations of the classical scheme of snakes has been suggested in various
works ��� �� �� �	 in response to the need to solve some of the problems of the
original snakes
 Although some general similarity between the ideas for snakes
with certain properties can be noted �e
g
 removing spurious edges by discrim�
inating by their orientation in ��	 in these cases the principal di�erence of the
snakes proposed here consists in their simple implementation� carried out in the
framework of the active contour models and providing better behaviour of the
deforming snake
 Thus� for example in case of considering the contour orien�
tation� our snake is not attracted by edges with spurious direction instead of
removing them after the deformation of the snake as it has been done in ��	


Our main goal is not to propose a modi�cation of the classical snake to solve
a given problem
 In this paper we argue that disposing of a collection of snakes
with di�erent properties allows for many more possibilities in the process of
segmentation
 It is a concern of the expert to decide which snake or combination
of snakes should be used given information about the object of interest� its scene
and the original image


The article is organized as follows� in section �� we expose the fundamentals
of the snakes
 In section �� snakes with di�erent properties are given
 In section �
we discuss the application of the di�erent snakes for facial feature segmentation

Finally� conclusions are reported


� Snake Model� Fundamentals

A snake is a continuous curve that� from an initial state� tries to position itself
dynamically on image features �e
g
 edge points
 It is deformed as a result of
in�uence of external forces derived from edge points� while this deformation re�
mains smooth due to the e�ect of internal forces
 The internal forces minimize
the internal energy of the snake given by the sum of the membrane energy �ex�
pressing the snake stretching and of the thin�plate energy �expressing the snake
bending� Eint�u�s � ��sjus�sj

� � ��sjuss�sj
�� where u�s � �x�s� y�s is

the snake curve ��	
 The parameters of elasticity � and � control the smoothness
of the snake


External forces are associated to a potential P �x� y� which is de�ned in terms
of the image gradient ��	 or as a distance map of the edge points ��	
 The snake
moves due to the external forces trying to fall in a potential valley




The total snake energy is given by the functional of the energies sum�

Esnake �

Z
�

�

Eint� Eextds �

Z
�

�

��sjus�sj
� � ��sjuss�sj

� � P �u�s ds

� Library of Snakes with Di�erent Properties

Similarly to the snakes searching for smooth shapes� we modelize snakes with
other properties that additionally improve the result in the segmentation process


��� Snake Selective with respect to Characteristic Orientation

Though there exist various techniques to generate potentials� in all of them we
have information in a point only about the distance of the closest image charac�
teristic �usually� edge points
 We would save many incorrect displacements if in
a certain distance we have more information �e
g
 its orientation about the clos�
est edge in order to decide whether or not to deform the snake towards it
 The
potential �eld of this kind of snake explicitly incorporates information about the
gradient direction of the edge points ��	
 It is de�ned by distance propagation
using the following formula� P �x� y � c loga�� � d�x� y where d�x� y is the
distance of pixel �x� y until its closest edge point� and a is a constant depend�
ing on the application
 c is a constant that propagates information about the
orientation of the edges
 It is � when the distance propagation is in the opposite
direction to the gradient of the closest edge point� and ��� otherwise


Given the snake as a closed curve we de�ne the external force as follows ��	�

F �x� y � sgn�P �x� y�cos �Px�x� y� sin�Py�x� y ��

where � is the angle of the normal directed towards the snake interior
 Thus
it can be shown that only edge points with suitable directions will attract the
snake
 From �� it also follows that when the closest edge point for a given snake
pixel has not the suitable direction� the external force repeals the snake from
the closest contour
 In some cases� this repulsion makes sense e
g
 in the case
of close objects if the snake has approached the neighbour object it should be
moved in the opposite direction to �nd the contour of the object of interest
 In
other cases� e
g
 in a scene of possible overlapping of objects� this fact is not
valid
 Then we de�ne the external force as follows�

F��x� y �

�
sgn�P �x� y cos�Px�x� y� if � Px�x� y cos � � �
�� elsewhere


F��x� y �

�
sgn�P �x� y sin�Py�x� y� if � Py�x� y sin� � �
�� elsewhere


In case of a partly non�attracted snake� this part of the snake is a�ected
only by the internal force
 If another part of the snake is moved to the correct
contour� since the internal force preserves the entirety of the model� the former
part can be displaced falling in a zone of a correct contour �Fig
 �




a b c

Fig� �� Segmentation of eyebrows� initial snakes �a	� result of the classical snake de

formation �b	� improved result of segmentation by snakes selective with respect to the
edges� orientation �c	

��� Snake Preserving the Initial Model

In model�based segmentation a guidance by an object�s model helps to the snake
�nd only shapes that are close to the model
 Therefore� the internal energy is
determined as follows�

Eint � ��us�s � u�s�s
� � ��uss�s � u�ss�s

� ��

where u�s�s and u�ss�s are the derivatives regarding the model contour
 Thus� a
structural information about the desirable shape of the snake is explicitly incor�
porated
 The internal force of this kind of snakes attempts to compensate the
changes caused by the external force and to preserve the object model controlled
by the parameters of elasticity � and rigidity �
 Moreover� it is easy to show
��	 that the numerical solution of this kind of snake has the same amount of
computations and properties as those of the classical snake


One important consequence of the internal force de�nition �� is that� trying
to preserve the model shape� the snake never shrinks nor accumulates its parts

Using the internal energy �� can also be considered as an alternative solution
to the problem of spatial determination of the elasticity parameters
 This local
dependence of the parameters is necessary when some discontinuities should be
allowed in certain parts of the snake
 In case of model�based segmentation the
proximal neigbourhood and the expected kind of discontinuity are available by
the object model u� explicitly incorporated by the internal force


��� Symmetry�seeking Snake

Designing symmetry�seeking snakes helps signi�cantly ignore spurious character�
istics in the image
 Thus� to increase the global control on the snake deformation�
we add a new term to the internal force of the snake de�nition
 In case of sym�
metrical objects with respect to a given axis �e
g
 the eyes� the internal force is
de�ned as follows�

Eint � �u�s�s � �u�ss�s � c�u�s� usym�s

where usym�s stands for the symmetrical vector of the snake u�s with respect
to the axis
 The coe�cient c controls the strength of the symmetry constraint




Similarly� we model two snakes to segment symmetrical objects with respect
to given axis �e
g
 the eyes
 In this case� for each object its symmetrical image
usym is calculated
 The segmentation of both objects is done simultaneously
 The
important point here is that segmentation of approximately symmetrical shapes
�e
g
 the mouth is possible
 That is why the segmentation of facial features by
snakes provides more natural results than by deformable templates


��� Expanding Snakes

Due to the tendency of the open snakes to shrink themselves once they have fallen
in a potential valley� it is useful to modelize snakes able to expand themselves as
well
 The expanding e�ect is achieved in two steps� �rstly� we make the ends of the
snake expand �by � � �
 Thus� the snake ends go away from their neighbours

To keep the external energy low� the snake ends slide throughout the valley

The intermediate pixels keep the parameter � positive in order to not leave the
valley
 The parameter � is kept positive for all pixels of the snake� because when
expanding the snake� we are interested in a non bended snake curve
 Secondly�
we �x the end points and make the snake deform till its convergence in order to
avoid contraction and instable movement


��� Snakes with Evenly Distributed Pixels

This kind of snake di�ers from the classical one in that in each step of its
deformation it is taken care of by the pixels so that their distance keeps equal

One of the applications of this snake is in segmentation of concave objects
 Often�
detecting the concave location of the contour needs more stretching of the snake
than the internal energy allows
 Depending on the initial position sometimes
the pixels of certain parts of the snake accumulate
 This makes the other parts
of the snake expand too much
 However� if the snake is deforming keeping the
distances between the pixels equal� this problem is avoided


� Application

We have applied our snakes for features segmentation in facial images
 �� images
are considered where the eyebrows� pupils� eyelashes and the mouth are to be
detected
 The conditions on the facial images were to allow ��� deviation in
scale� orientation and translation
 The background is supposed to be approxi�
mately homogeneous
 Depending on the feature� di�erent snakes are used in a
sequence of stages in the segmentation process


In Fig
 � the consecutive steps of mouth segmentation are given
 Firstly� we
search for the line between the lips by an open classical snake deformed on a
potential generated from valley points
 To detect all the line between the lips� an
expanding snake is used
 Afterwards� a symmetry�seeking snake is applied on the
edge potential to �nd the symmetrical external borders of the lips
 When using
the darkness of the lips� only edge points with suitable directions are considered�



applying the snake selective with respect to the edge orientations
 Finally� to
capture the concavity of the top lip a snake with evenly distributed pixels is
applied
 The results have natural shape due to the good adjust of the snake to
the image data and complete use of the knowledge about the feature
 Moreover�
the computational cost is kept low and the rate of success of segmentation is
high ����


a b c d

Fig� �� Segmentation of a mouth� initial snake corresponding to the line between the
lips �a	� deformed classical snake �b	� expanded snake and initial model of the external
borders �c	� �nal deformation by snakes selective respect the contours� orientation �d	

� Conclusions

Despite the promising segmentation results achieved by the classical snake� the
need of its improvement is suggested by the existence of various modi�cations

The proposal exposed above is that instead of replacing the classical snake with
an improved version� the availability of a collection of snakes with di�erent prop�
erties gives more possibilities to the expert to choose the snake or combination
of snakes that best correspond to the application problem and the image data

Besides� we show that in this way many common problems of the snakes can be
solved or compensated in the segmentation process
 This article is an attempt to
propose a restricted collection of snakes� to show how di�erent types of informa�
tion about the object can be implemented� to justify their use for model�based
segmentation and to give a brief idea about how a combination of snakes can be
applied in problems such as facial feature segmentation
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